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Symbolism of Sinistri Ignis Sanctum

The idea is a thought which takes a particular form. In the initial phase, we can talk
about intuition, which captures the essence of truth in its primal form. However, it is not
communicable. It becomes so only through linguistic verbalization. Therefore idea is
a thought expressed in the language of concepts, the universal language. Leibniz noticed
that an explanation of words significance requires a group of terms, understandable
themselves. Explanation must lead from what is complex and unknown to the simple and
familiar – intuitively understandable concepts. We conclude that idea is a synthesis of
thought and language – a movement and trying on of the form and then in the final
act – settling and congealment in compliance. Ceasing the movement is synonymous with
the constitution of a truth, which expresses the idea. Each becoming idea expands or
violates a content of already existing paradigm. The ideas are often "hanging in the air" and
are "expected by the Universe" just to complete or reformulate it. Looking closer we come
to the conclusion that in the basis lays an act of imagination, attesting to the individual's
creative genius, arising from exploring the world, and ultimately leading to the
establishment of the truth.
Even if an idea, according to the rule of simultaneous conceptions (coincidences),
appears at one time in some minds, distant from each other in space – then still in the initial
phase will be formed only by a creative minority, not affecting the inert and passive mass
of humanity.
Satanic and Aeonic goal is awakening and liberation from the shackles of mundans’
mentality dormant consciousness of individuals, to achieve a qualitatively new type of man
then development and transition to the next Aeon. On the individual level it is to achieve
a degree of Adept, and for the few – to go even further. The change is not just a cosmetic

correction, nor stretching, the current view of the world for satanic purposes, neither the
thoughtless acceptance of the new dogma nor "religious conversion" to believe in Satan.
There are no shortcuts. Achieving the level of Adept takes years and requires sacrifice,
maximum effort and self-improvement. At the collective level, where the aim is aeonic
change, the process takes much longer. The change, to become an inherent one, must be
organic and basic. Only then, can we talk about the formation of a new ethos, obliging in the
newly emerging Aeon. The present Aeon – "Western Civilization" one, like its predecessors,
falls to its end. The beginning of the end, according to an evolutionary process, taking place
in so far occurred Aeons, will arrive in the phase defined as the Empire, just after the
Distortion Period. Going through successive stages of civilization happens passively, without
the conscious participation of the majority of individuals assisting. Only few have knowledge
of ongoing changes. Even fewer are able to create those changes consciously. This
knowledge gives power – allows you to create and achieve a new dimension of existence,
both at collective and individual level, thanks to processes of: interference, heresy,
revolution, destruction, fight, chaos, creation and rebirth in the new order.
Some acts of creation are undertaken during attempts to reorganize our reality. They
may be creation of a new ideology, ritualization, meditation, expansion of insight and in
course characteristic for ONA: establishing and building structures such as Nexions.
Sinistri Ignis Sanctum (SIS) – "Sanctuary of the Sinister Flame",
first ONA Nexion in Poland.
SIS is the causal form of bringing together individuals actively and creatively following
the Seven Fold Sinister Way. In the esoteric part, it will be taking various forms of
ritualization to support presentation of Acausal Energy, magical strengthening of left-hand
path forms, creation of an ideological opposition to fight the nazarene disease, moving
beyond ego and working on insight. In the exoteric domain it will be: awareness of operating
factors, building or destabilizing some social structures, development of the predator aspect,
preparation of future Adepts, conducting own Temple, self-improvement: both intellectual,
mental and physical.

All this is to take part in the conscious creation of the new Aeon.
All this is to be able to dance on the edge.
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Our logo is Uroboros – an ancient serpent, wrapped into a circular shape, swallowing
its own tail. It symbolizes infinity, being infinity itself. It is eternal and everlasting leaving and
returning – the union of opposites (Coniunctio/Unio Oppositorum). It reminds that always
and everywhere the past, present and future are mixing. In all events lies eternity. As the
symbol of Gnostics, Uroboros expresses the unity of all things, both spiritual and physical.
Uroboros is also equivalent to the philosopher's stone. In the alchemical meaning, he is
a symbol of a closed, repeated process of metabolism, which leads to the sublimation of the
substance. Sublimation is identified here with self-improvement.
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The Dark Gods
patronizing Sinistri Ignis Sanctum are:

Vindex
It is the gateway to the land of the Great Immortals for those, who have become the opus of
their own creation. Is the transfer of their stream of consciousness to Acausal, to enable
them to become a timeless essence of the Destiny of the Universe. It is an echo of our
individual accomplishments, sounding through Aeons of time, slowly muting the causal sheet
then leaving a deeper essence of the content, letting it infect the awareness of others. It is
the basis of all changes in our astral shell, which can not and must not be verbalized.

Shugara
He hasn’t been yet recognized by the psyche. The one who remains beyond any range of
understanding and words. The one who can be found in a dark pool, illuminated by the
moon. The one who leads to violence, and the thoughtless – to madness. The one who
requires passing through the gates of the Abyss. Stage in development, which cannot be
ignored, if we want to move forward on the path of the Adept. The point of no return: The
one that leads to rebirth through death.

Nythra
Nameless power, which comes from the depths and chaos of the Abyss, executing
as self-destructive acts of those, who got stuck in the path of self development and
succumbed to the illusion of self-mastery. Vortex, a knot of snakes – by entering there you
will lose yourself. If you dare – you will confront the pure Chaos in you and outside you.
If you win – you will become a genuine Master or Mistress.

Lidagon
The symbolic representation of the union of two opposing forces or the eternal dance of two
lovers (Darkat and Dagon) in their sinister aspects, who united create changes in accordance
to the intention of the dark path. ”She becomes the snake, who offers the sword to sever
the arm...” (Caelethi) – a marriage through full compatibility in consonance: cause – effect,
impulse – response, temptation – fulfillment.
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Coming here give up your hope... for a comfortable, soft and safe life, for lukewarm
feelings and sensations, to satisfy all others with your correctness and opportunism. Instead,
you will have to walk on hot coal. You will have to give everything you have. You’ll see the
world for what it really is: juicy in its colors, fleshy to the touch, full of light and darkness.
You’ll stand on the edge and fly.
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